Pis6 Buildings at Newlands Corner
by FRANCIS HAVERON

Of

special interest in the local history of building and architecture are several experimental
Surrey buildings by the renowned architect, Clough Williarns-Ellis, famous for his achievements over a span of more than 70 years and especially known to the general public for
Portmeirion in North Wales. The earliest of these local houses won a prize offered by the
Spectator magazine in l9l4 for a building to cost no more than €100. The Spctatols editor, Mr.
J St Loe Strachey, who was also High Sheriff of Surrey and who lived in what is now the
Newlands Corner Hotel, offered the prize for a model cottage built at low cost to ease the
problems of working class housing, especially that of the agricultural labourers. Ellis won the
prize and also Amabel, Strachey's daughter, for his wife as well. His wooden house at Merrow
Common, Guildford, cost about 100 guineas to build and is still known as Model Cottage (TQ
025 517). Subsequently three further cottages were erected on this site to his design but of
more conventional materials; only two of the four still stand, including the original. It is interesting, however, that 250 copies of the plans were sold by the Rural Housing Association in
l9l4 for the cheap cottage movement.
Even before the First World War, Strachey was concerned with the problem of housing,
especially rural housing. As he said in his introduction to Ellis's book, Couage Building in Cob,
Pise, Cbalk and Clay 0920),'I have spent a great deal of my leisure in the years before the War
in racking my brains in the search for cheap materials. . . . My deep desire was to find something in the earth out of which walls could be made." At the end of the l9l4-18 War, the
problem of cheap housing was an acute dilemma facing the whole country. 'It needs at once a
million new houses, and it has not only utterly inadequate stores of material with which to
build them, but has not even the plant by which that material can be rapidly created. There is
not merely a shortage but an actual famine everywhere as regards the things out of which
houses are made. Bricks are wanted by the ten thousand million, but there are practically no
bricks in sight. All that the brickyards of the United Kingdom can do, working all day and
every day, is to turn out something like four thousand million a year. But to those who want
houses at once, what is the use of a promise of bricks in five year's time? Needless to say, we
are short, too, of lime and cement and probably shall be shorter. Raw timber is hardly
obtainable and seasoned timber does not exist. The same story has to be told about tiles, slates,
corrugated iron and every form of "legitimate" roofing substance. There are none to be had.'2
However, someone wrote to the Spctator asking why this country did not turn to Pise de
Terre, a system much used in Australia and South Africa; coincidentally; Strachey also heard
at the time of Pise used for lTth and lSth century buildings in the Rhone valley. The Pise
system is simply the use of earth, the top 18 to 24 inches of soil, often taken from the building
site itself if suitable, and placed between wooden shutters where it is rammed hard with
wooden or iron implements.
Strachey's early experiments were carried out in the grounds of his own house, as previously
mentioned now the Newlands Corner Hotel, a few miles east of Guildford. In l9l5 it was used
as a hospital and he needed a storage place for his apples because the hospital patients were
consuming them in incredible quantities. 'With great rapidity, a linle fruit house was put up,
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roofed with boards and covered with blocks of compressed peat in order to make a roof which
would be vermin proof and would also keep out the heat and the frost.'3 A number of mistakes
were made with this building, but it stood. Subsequently, a patients' dining room was
required, big enough for forty men to dine in and use as a sitting room. With this building
Strachey experimented with a new form of Pise, compressed chalk. 'Candid and contemptuous
friends' told him that the chalk wall would never stand the frost in so exposed a position and
that the wall if made would certainly explode. The wall's weight was enornous for it contained
some 20 tons of chalk but it did not take more than ten or twelve days to erect. His next
experiment was a waggon house for a farm tenant. This building, about 40 feet by 30 feet, was
made purely of earth but the shutters were made of hurdles in order to afford a surface to
which plaster could easily cling. Further experiments included chalk farmyard walls. One of
these in which nuggets of chalk were not properly broken up did get the wet in it and, true to
the prophecies, did literally explode in the big frosts of l9l7-18. Another largish potting shed,
built of eafth and in dry weather, was a great success. A Guildford Volunteer Battalion in two
days of five hours each constructed an excellent hut of 20 feet square and l0 feet high.
When it was required to be knocked down, the housebreakers were astonished at the strength
and tenacity of the walls and yet they had been made merely of poor eafth containing leaf
mould and horse manure.
Having discovered his new materials and methods of construction, Strachey put them to the
test as an answer to the old problems of rural housing. Clough Williams Ellis was called in
again to design a new coftage to be built in Pise de Terre for Strachey's estate on a site at
Newlands Corner. One of the Model Cottages at Merrow had been occupied by the Spanner
family. Mr. Spanner had worked as a kiln setter in Guildford Brickworks until the l9l4 War
when he enlisted. He was badly gassed and on his return was unable to do heavy work again.
who is still remembered by the family as a good and benevolent landlord
Strachey
- occupancy
offered the
of the new Pise cottage at Newlands Corner to the Spanner family,
provided they could help to build it. Mr C Spanner, one of the children of the family, who
now lives in Portsmouth, remembers the cottage. 'It is T shaped, with, I believe, three
bedrooms, one sitting room, one kitchen/dining room, one scullery, double coach house, an
outhouse and a wall to make a large yard. The walls were l8 inches thick. The soil to build the
walls was the top 18 inches taken from the site in, and outside of, the walls. This was put
between wooden shutters which were about 12 feet long by 3 feet wide. These were kept in
place and held apart by iron rods and nuts. The earth, which was of a dryish nature, was then
rammed hard. The soil was considered best when it ran through the fingers without sticking to
them. The shutters were left in position until the next day unless they were required urgently
when they could be removed after a few hours. The walls were allowed to dry for a day or two
and then were given a coat of cement and sand rendering of about 3A to I inch thick. I am not
sure who worked on the building but I believe it was my father, my brother Will and my
grandfather, Mr Attfield, or my uncle, AIf Spicer. I remember my father saying that it took
three weeks and three days to build the outside walls and that the roof was the most expensive
part.'o The family were very h"ppy in their new cottage, for Mr. Spanner reveals that 'I and
my wife have a look at the cottage at least once a year. It has many h"ppy memories for our

family.'
The total cost of the whole outer wall of the house in Pise amounted to less than €20. The
architect says, 'Had the walls been built in brickwork, the cost would have been about f,200.'
is that it
ruefully admits later
The irony of this 'new' method of building
- as Strachey
was written up by the Roman Pliny in his Natural History 1900 years ago. 'Have we not in
Africa and in Spain walls of eafth, known as 'formocean' walls? From the fact that they are
moulded, rather than built, by enclosing earth within a frame of boards constructed on either
side. These walls will last for centuries, are proof against rain, wind and fire and are superior in
solidity to any cement. Even at this day, Spain still holds watch towers that were erected by
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Hannibal."
Faced with such a venerable tradition in building techniques, the visitor today should not be
surprised at the survival of these 1920's experiments. At Newlands Corner, the White Cottage
as it is known now, (TQ045493) has survived its 60 years with only small changes. The far end
of the Barn was taken out to make it into a large garage in brick but the Pise pillars were kept
intact; the verandah has been taken in to enlarge the kitchen. Because of the distinctive wide
overhanging eaves, no harm has come to the earth walls and no cracks have appeared. One
drawback of this type of house, however, according to the owner is that 'the walls don't
breathe' and so cannot adjust rapidly to large temperanlre changes, which results in
condensation.

Two other Pise buildings are nearby. The path from the main road to the White

Cottage

in whose walls one can see the quantities
of stones visible amongst the earth. One wall has been buttressed with brick; the front wall
appears to have developed a crack. Strachey's 'fruit house', his first essay in Pise construction,
is visible across two fields and, as far as can be seen, is in good condition.
The Newlands Corner house soon attracted a sreat deal of aftention from architects, builders
and the Press. A school of Pise building was-established at Hornchurch in Essex by the
Imperial Ex-Service Association and a Pise test house was built by Messrs Alban Richards at
their Ashtead works; but despite this activity and Ellis's own championing of this method of
building, little else seems to have resulted. However, Ellis points out in his book that there are
two particular problems. First, the quality of the soil must be suitable. 'Clay and sand are very
unsuitable, red marl and brick eafths being particularly good. Second, Pise is a dry earth
method of building and that means it is a summer job as far as England is concerned.' In 1920
Pise seemed to be the answer to the housing problem. 'Pise is to be given its chance in housing
schemes, in Government building demonstrations, on ducal estates and by ordinary private
(old and new) and by the poor.'6 Fifty years later in the
citizens in need of houses
- by the rich
Clough Williams Ellis had to admit that the Newlands
first volume of his autobiography,
Corner house was only 'something of a nine days wonder, inspected by landowners and their
agents and much publicised in the Press' but although 'there was a lot of enthusiastic
experimentation, nothing very substantial resulted so far as I know.'
passes Strachey's early experimental 'waggon house'
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